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Meet My Standards 
Good God

Fight, flight, everything you fight for
is a right to all mankind

Judge, just, manners running every task
making peace hard to find

Brace

Cultured bastards, meet my standards
Cultured bastards, meet my standards

Thoughts, creep, think you’ve gone to far 
and crossed, crossed a line

Rule, might, criticizing hard
criticizing all the time

Bend

Cultured bastards, meet my standards
Cultured bastards, meet my standards

Push, back, decency will find a way
to haunt, haunt you

Pain, cost, a price to pay for everything
what’s the cost to be untrue

Break

Cultured bastards, meet my standards
Cultured bastards, meet my standards

One Mouth Two Faces 
It’s a blurry fashion of human passion of a social 
class that just won’t quit
It’s hard to see who will conceive the two faces of 
cunning and wit

And who would believe that they would deceive?
Honesty is just a lie

And why do you feel that nothing is real when 
your trust has died?

It’s a twist of words of things unheard, never told 
straight to your face
Hear it from another, a character smother, all from 
the two, the two faced race

And who would believe that they would deceive?
Honesty is just a lie
And why do you feel that nothing is real when 
your trust has died?

Two stories, one for you, one for my slander
Two stories, decimate with no candour
Two stories, one for you, one to bring me down
Two stories, obfuscate to save your crown

Tell it to my face, there’s no disgrace, in hearing 
your point of view
Talk behind backs, a loyalty hack, believe me 
friend, never purge the truth

Who would believe that they would deceive?
Honesty is just a lie
And how does it feel when nothing is real and 
your trust has died?

Hate Today, Despise Tomorrow 
Who am I?
I am evil in disguise that fills weak minds with 
rancid lies
I’m so clear that I blind, a vicious cycle throughout 
time

I’m amidst a perfect race, blonde hair blues eyes, 
no mistakes
Find those who are not our kind, dispose of them 
to gain peace of mind 

It’s their hate, embeds deep inside, carried on by 
those who survive
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Will not, cannot, let it rest, to our darkest nature 
this is the darkest test

Hate Today, despise tomorrow
Hate Today, despise tomorrow
 
Those who suffered will live in fear, and with new 
power, let no one near
From the past and what they’ve known, they’ve 
learned nothing as they set the tone

I am pleased as I reoccur, many more will die I 
am sure
Man’s intention it is so clear, the strong take hold 
by use of fear

Hate Today, despise tomorrow
Hate Today, despise tomorrow

Feel no pain, no pain

Animated Realities 
Feel weight, gravity at work
Hard pain, fantasy lurks
This ain’t clear, are we getting near, ignorance the 
price to pay

Who’s life, who’s anyway?
In your eyes, a dead give away
We’re not the same, and that’s a shame, just like 
you, no fuckin’ way!

Can’t they see what’s facing me, a dilemma of 
reality
It should be clear, but it’s not, decisions must be 
bought
Two paths to go, one will show the face of reality
A world so tangible and no secrecy
The other path, a vicious wrath, a wrath of 
animation
Remnant sullied pictures of human salvation

Kicked down, face the real world

Forced lives, trapped in social swirls
Mould our thoughts, why, cause our thoughts, 
they will not fit
 
Cards dealt, let me play my hand

Don’t blame, can’t you understand
I’m in your game, I have a brain, back off, let me 
use it!

Can’t they see what’s facing me, a dilemma of 
reality
It should be clear, but it’s not, decisions must be 
bought
Two paths to go, one will show the face of reality
A world so tangible and no secrecy
The other path, a vicious wrath, a wrath of 
animation
Remnant sullied pictures of human salvation

Grind stays, same sensation
Do the same, the next generation
Still not the same, but that’s the way
Will we, plot their course, brainwashing force, are 
we the source, feel no remorse
No

Wrathchild (Stephen Percy Harris)
Born into a scene, angriness and greed, 
dominance and persecution
My mother was a queen, my dad I never seen, I 
was never meant to be

And now I spend my time looking all around
for a man that's nowhere to be found
Till I find him, never gonna stop searching,
Gonna find my man, gonna travel around

'Cause I'm a wrathchild, yes I'm a wrathchild,
well I'm a wrathchild 
I'm coming to get you 
Oooh yeah
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Say it doesn't matter, ain't nothin' gonna alter the 
course of my destination
Know I've got to find serious piece of mind, or I'll 
just go crazy

Now I spend my time looking all around,
for a man thats nowhere to be found
Till I find him, never gonna stop searching,

gonna find my man, gonna travel around

'Cause I'm a wrathchild, yeah I'm a wrathchild,
well I'm a wrathchild 
I'm coming to get you 
Oooh yeah
Yeah!


